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There are colored tiles across the floor with letters like G & F. As you walk across  
the floor of the cave, each tile plays a note and you recognize the tune, Fur Elise!  
(Good thing you took piano lessons as a kid!) And you begin to wonder...

What caused the rock you saw on the cliff to become cracked  
in the first place?
A. Ice Wedging     B. Wave Erosion     C. Wind Erosion     
D. Plants Growing through Rocks      
E. Both Ice Wedging & Plants Growing through Rocks

Hint: Mountains can carry glaciers. Plants can break rock by their roots sinking  
into rocks and pushing it away. 

After the detour to the waterfalls, find your way back to Gallery 9. This is 
where you will find the painting to finish your mission to get the treasure! 
Find Albert Bierstadt’s Dawn at Donner Lake, California. 

PLOT 8:  You find the cliff and peek your head into the cave. Look at the walls and  
the stone guardians on bars that hold each of them up. You take the whip from  
your belt and grab one of the bars to swing through the opening.You hear 
CRACK! The bar breaks! You fall, and then wake up dizzy with stone guardians 
and swords in your face. You slowly grab your whip off the floor. As you whip the 
bars above, stones fall on the guards and you wonder...

Why did the cliff edge break off so easily?
A. It is a metamorphic rock     B. It is sedimentary rock      
C. It has gotten too wet D. It is filled with lava

Phew! Glad that’s over! You decide to stay in this cave a bit longer.

PLOT 7:  You see a huge crocodile in the water with a bottle around its neck You 
take out your whip to get the bottle. CRACK! It falls off its neck, and the scared 
crocodile retreats to the water where the bad guys are trying to cross. You pop the 
bottle open and take out a note which reads: Find a cliff with a cave under it.
As you leave this area to get to the cave, you pass the small waterfalls and wonder...

Which way does the waterfall erode?
A. Downstream     B. Upstream     C. Left     D. Right

The tiles open to reveal the treasure! CONGRATS! Luckily the bad guys are trapped 
because they stepped on the wrong tile. As you leave the cave, you find a rusty  
plane and fly it to the Museum. You show the curator the coins, and he is very  
pleased. Using your geology knowledge, you saved the treasure and made it so  
visitors to the Museum can view it! WELL DONE! 

1.a.   2.a.   3.b.   4.a.   5.c.   6.e.   7.b.   8.b.   9.e.

Our Lady of Lourdes 7th grade science students created this game, with the guidance 
of University of Nebraska at Omaha geology students and in partnership with UNO’s 
Service Learning Academy. A favorite character, Indiana Jones, inspired them. Enjoy!

“Hi, my name is Indiana Stones! I am an archaeologist who loves geology! For this  
game you will be reenacting my latest adventure. The goal is to find the treasure and  
get it safely into the museum curator’s hands.
 Your adventure starts now - the bad guys are trying to attack you knowing that you’re 
going after the treasure. Time is ticking; every second counts so you better think quickly 
and get started!”

PLOT 2:   Phew! You hear the bad guys’ footsteps leaving, but then you hear a tick. 
A BOMB! You throw open the door to the fridge, and jump in. The explosion was 
deafening, but now you have the advantage; the bad guys think that you are dead. You 
go outside and see that the bomb has destroyed the bridge and all the buildings around 
it. As you look across the landscape, you wonder...

What made the rolling hills?
A.  Deposition & Erosion     B.  Wind & Water     C.  Volcanic Erosion 

Find the Storz Fountain Court, then when facing east take a left and cross  
through a hallway to Gallery 10. Your first two plots are in Stone City, Iowa,  
by Grant Wood. You can use the map I drew on the other side. 

PLOT 1:  You slide down a really steep hill and bolt down the curving road. After 
crossing a bridge and ducking in some trees to hide from the bad guy on horseback, 
you get to the yellow house. The taxidermied animals tell you it’s a hunter’s house.  
You get under a bear rug as the bad guys open the door to raid the house. Under the 
bear rug you start to wonder... 

Why is the hill to the left so steep?
A.  Erosion     B.  Farming     C.  Landslide     D.  Animals 
Hint: People get it confused with weathering.

Stay in Gallery 9.  SPLASH! You land in the water below and swim to the shore of a 
swamp away from the cows in Albert Bierstadt’s Rising Mist.
 

PLOT 4:  Hiding in the trees blending in like a branch is a boa. Then it strikes and starts 
twisting like a tornado. You are running out of breath as the boa wraps around your neck 
tighter and tighter. You decide to relax yourself and seconds later the boa releases you.  
As you finally get off the ground you wonder...

  
Why is the ground so flat?
A. Deposition     B. Erosion     C. Mudslide     D. Earthquakes

As your heart is still racing you go to Gallery 9. Find a car in N.C. Wyeth’s  
Illustration for Fisk Cord Tires painting and take off. 

PLOT 3:  As you go down the rocky road, you hear gunshots. How did they find you?!? You 
start driving faster! A huge boulder falls behind you, and you look up to see the bad guys are 
pushing them over the cliff. You have no choice but to get out of the car.  JUMP!  You get up 
from the hard fall, then you jump off the cliff next to you. As you fall you wonder...
 

Why are the mountains so blocky?  
A. Wind formed the shape      
B. They are made of sandstone and sediments are falling off
C. Rain hit the mountains and formed their shapes

Stay in Gallery 9.  Go to the east side and look for a painting by George Bellows 
named Jewel Coast, California. 

PLOT 5:  You are now driving up the cliff with the bad guys behind you. You decide to make 
the jump over the water. LAUNCH THE CAR! But it’s hard to get traction because the rocks 
are so smooth. As you finally get the car in the air you wonder...

Why are the rocks so smooth and steep?
A. Weathering     B. Erosion     C. Both Weathering & Erosion

Stay in Gallery 9.  Turn south. Find a painting by Childe Hassam called Port Manec, 
Brittany with a large boulder. 

PLOT 6:  You hop out of your car to look at some boulders. But you hear your car start and 
by the time you turn around it is gone! The boulders make it hard to chase theives so as you 
walk around this land, you wonder...

What caused all of these boulders here, and why are they placed  
where they are?
A. Glaciation    B. Spheroidal Weathering      
C. Giants left them     D. They want to be there      

 E. Both Glaciation & Spheroidal Weathering

You continue walking, and along the way you find a note that says go to the 
rushing water in Jean-Victor Bertin’s Landscape. Go to Gallery 3.

Hint Glossary
Deposition: dropping of sediments.
Erosion: the transportation of broken down pieces of rock. 
Galciation: Process or result of being covered by glaciers
Igneous rock: Intrusive or extrusive rock formed when hot magma cools and hardens. 
Metamorphic rock: Rock formed when heat, pressure, or fluids, act on other types of rocks.
Sediments: Loose materials such as rock fragments, mineral grains, etc.
Sedimentary rock: Rocks formed by compressing sediments together. 
Spheroidal Weathering: Chemical weathering that results in the formation of spherical layers 
Weathering: Mechanical or chemical surface processes that break down rocks into smaller pieces 

Thank you for playing Indiana Stones!  
Use #IndianaStones on social media to  
tell us about your experience :-)


